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Abstract:

Objective: The aim of this study is to explore the diversity of teaching strategies in biological education and expected results on acquisition of knowledge and fulfillment of learning outcomes in an attempt to identify which strategies work best with biology students. Methods: Three databases and search engines were used: Scopus, Google Scholars and Web of Science. Results: The teaching of biological sciences is experiencing evident transformations towards student-centered learning. As educational goals are being modernized in biology at present times. The more simulations and problem-based learning become part of the teaching strategy, the teaching of biology becomes more learner-centered to enhance learners’ critical thinking on complex biological processes.
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Introduction

Back in history, traditional classrooms, a teacher’s basic tool for displaying lectures are through chalkboards which later on developed to include transparencies with an overhead projector until the advent of computer aided learning tools which greatly transformed instructional methods. Thus, teaching methods is greatly influenced by the available teaching aid. Quite a significant number of universities and colleges throughout the world has been focusing on lecture-based strategies to varying degrees in what is known as Traditional Instructional Methods (TIM) such as lectures, practical lessons and tutorials. Different and diverse teaching approaches have been developed for over the years, the most common of which has been through lectures since the 5th century B.C. Traditional education methods are wholly instructor-centered, whereas the
students are expected to recite and/or memorize specified content available in the form of written or typed lecture notes.

With the advances in teaching aid and learning objectives, teaching strategies have experienced a significant shift to meet individual student’s needs and being more interactive and activity-based learning through collaboration techniques that would require participation and engagement of learners. Thus, many strategies evolved as an attempt to fulfil the objectives of the learning process, by shifting the focus from instructor-driven to learner-centered teaching strategies.

Many universities/colleges do rely on the traditional textbook and memorization approach with poor students’ engagement. Some attempts introduced some dynamical models for biological processes which would allow biology students to create their own models for structures. Thus, introducing simulations and modelling modules as teaching methods in biology [1]. Introduction of simulations and modelling is a significant transformation in biology education towards problem-based learning in undergraduate studies [2]. Virtual tools were developed to simulate real biological characteristics on personal computers leading to better understanding of genetics concept by the students [3].

It is evident that modern history has experienced great advances in science at large including technology, medicine and biology. Advances in the field of electron microscopy and associated techniques greatly contributed to the current knowledge on biology at systems, organs, cellular and molecular biology levels. On the other hand, instructional techniques were consequently developed 3D electron microscopy techniques and 3D prototyping technology (3D printing) to generate 3D physical models, ultimately modernizing teaching of cell biology [4]. Further developments in the teaching mode involved the integration of multimedia technology in teaching. It was found that the introduction of multimedia technology in the teaching of biology significantly improved students' achievement [5,6]. It is evident that the integration of multimedia technology and teaching has altered instructional strategies in educational institutions. Advances in computer applications and educational softwares significantly boosted the educational process. Interactive cloud computing models has been used to solve various biological problems. Such models further enriched the teaching contents and improved teaching effect [7].

Recently reformers of the teaching of science called for new approaches in which students contribute to the growth of their own biological knowledge as an attempt to shift to student-centered learning in which students could formulate and solve problems about biological systems [8].

It is undoubtedly that teaching strategies are necessarily tailored to the goals of the educational process, the most widely applied of which is what is referred to as Bloom’s Taxonomy which divides cognitive objectives into subdivisions ranging from knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis to evaluation. These subdivisions are arranged from lowest to highest levels of learning outcomes in the cognitive domain [9].

In this paper we shall focus on which strategies work best with biology students and assess whether specific teaching strategies vary by biology discipline/subject or learning outcome.
Search methodology

This review on biological education at universities used three databases to broaden the search. Sources included Scopus, Google Scholar and Web of Science. A search strategy was developed to suit each database features.

On the three databases we adopted PRISMA FRAMEWORK [10] to include articles relevant to the scope of the study. Selection criteria focused on articles published in English during the period 2010-2020. Keywords used included: biological education, teaching strategies, learning outcomes.

- SCOPUS: The search strategy used the keywords (biology AND teaching) provided (7,217 records), filtered during the period 2015-2020 to (2,293 records), articles in English (380 records). Figures (1 & 2) shows a steady increase on biological education since 2015 mostly published by Journal of Biological Education and American Biology Teacher. Out of (380 records), less relevant articles were excluded and (n=51) were included.

- Google Scholar: The open search using biology AND teaching resulted in 2,680,000 records, of which 119,000 during the period 2015-2020. As Google Scholar does not allow for further filtration and narrowing of search criteria, focus was made on articles on biology teaching strategies and learning techniques. Included articles (n=33).

- Web of Science: Searching the Web of Science with keywords (biology AND teaching/learning techniques/strategies) resulted in (611 records of articles published during the period 2010-2020, 29.8% of which on education scientific disciplines.

Identified records were then screened, duplicates removed and assessed for eligibility. By the end of the search process a total of (28) records were included in the review covering SCOPUS (n=11), Google scholar (n=12) and Web of Science (n=5).

Figure (1): Scopus Articles on Biological Education by Year
Results and discussion

During the present decade, learning objectives and techniques are undergoing significant transformations and advances from traditional educational methods which reflected poor students’ engagement towards more interactive learner-centered methods to achieve learners’ engagement which showed a significant positive effect ($p = 0.0001-0.0025$) on students’ knowledge, attitude and psychomotor skills [11].

Student-centered teaching strategies has recently been adopted in higher education institutions in response to calls for reforms to improve traditional teaching methods which is characterized by dissemination of instructor knowledge and relies on passive student listening. Such strategies would vary from moderate to extensively student-centered approaches which apply many active-learning pedagogies including consistent formative assessment and cooperative groups. Biology student score significantly higher grades and their views about biology and learning biology improved when extensively student-centered teaching strategies were applied [12].

Role-playing is a useful method for getting biology students involved in the learning process and explore realistic situations by interacting with other colleagues in the classroom, in order to develop experience and trial different strategies. Such a strategy could be adapted to the study of various cells, tissues, organs and organ systems to demonstrate how biological processes are interactive in reality. Replicable applications were made on the study of mitosis [13] and protein synthesis [14] which had a positive effect on students understanding of underlying concepts. Such strategies could as well be adapted to learning several biological concepts and processes. Active learning techniques improved the understanding of genetics course material [15] and improved medical students
score by 3.0 points in a test of 50 points [16]. Students’ focused learning and the development of deeper-learning teaching strategies improves retention of basic concepts [17] and get a better understanding of complex biological processes and interactions [18].

Cooperative learning is a new development in science education including biological sciences where learning is mediated by the students and instructors mostly as facilitators. In this type of active learning, biology students are divided in smaller groups to achieve a shared set of goals. Students share their ideas within their groups. Students’ engagement in cooperative learning results in higher achievement, greater retention and more positive feelings about their active engagement and the subject. The role of instructors in cooperative learning is to structure the cooperation within and between groups at a later stage. In this case, the more the students within a group effectively manage their cooperation, the more academic achievements shall be obtained relative to other groups. Group work increases students’ enthusiasm for learning and generates more interests on understanding of the subject and the reflections by group members. Several studies, back in history validate cooperative learning as a major strategy for active learning [19].

Cooperative learning is also applicable in biology practical classes to enable the biology students learn through experimentation, as well as allow the students to think independently while cooperating with their colleagues in the laboratory. A cooperative learning model known as ‘jigsaw’ was adapted to achieve cooperative learning in biology laboratory setting [20]. Students are carefully organized in smaller groups and grades are assigned to individual students rather than to groups. Cooperative learning differs significantly from individualistic learning [21] in several respects as explained in Table (1). Team-based learning is used in a variety of biology disciplines by dividing the course content into modules in which individual and group assessments, mini-lectures, and think-pair-share activities to assess adequate understanding of the material [22].

Table (1): Teaching strategies that work best with biology learners

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structure of Student-Student Interactions</th>
<th>Common Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Competitive Learning                     | • Students work individually.  
• Students have common learning goals and tasks.  
• The instructor grades students using norm-referenced methods (e.g., curve-based grading). |
| Individualistic Learning                 | • Students work individually.  
• Students have individualized learning goals and tasks, different from those of other students.  
• The instructor grades students using criteria-referenced methods (e.g., rubric-based grading). |
| Cooperative Learning                     | • Students work in small groups.  
• Students have shared learning goals and tasks within a group which may be similar or different from other groups.  
• The instructor grades students both on their work as a group and on their individual work. |

Inquiry-based learning is gaining popularity in science curricula and educational strategies. Learners are strongly invited to actively think about why they expect certain results to happen and how the results can be interpreted [23]. Developed modules help students develop a more integrated understanding of complex biological processes [24] and improve biology conceptual understanding [25]. By inquiry-based learning biology students will be capable of exploring authentic problems using the processes and tools they have learned of the biology disciplines. For inquiry-based learning to be successful the students must possess the basic skills to conduct scientific inquiry to investigate and/or solve a biological question.

As the objectives of learning are being developed through time, more specific educational strategies focus on problem-based learning in organized groups. Problem solving in biological and other sciences require critical thinking is often considered an essential learning outcome of institutions in higher education [26]. More emphasis is needed to provide more active, student-centered in-class instruction and assessments which contain higher-order cognitive set of biological questions. Several models are developed to increase the attention and interest of biology learners in scientific topics and improve their critical thinking skills [27]. Table (2) describes the cognitive process dimensions [28,29]. The overall objective of the learning process focuses more on higher than lower order thinking as the case with traditional teaching methods.

Table (2) Learning Models and Cognitive Process Dimension

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning model/strategy</th>
<th>Common Characteristic</th>
<th>Learning objective (Cognitive Process Dimension)</th>
<th>domains of learning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inquiry-based learning</td>
<td>More professional construction of knowledge including:</td>
<td>Coordinating, Explaining, Evaluating</td>
<td>Cognitive and mental skills Physical motor skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Engagement, Exploration, Explanation, Elaboration,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Evaluation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem-based learning</td>
<td>Learners define their own learning objectives and use</td>
<td>Reasoning, Justifying, Critical evaluation, Self directed learning, Presentation skills</td>
<td>Cognitive knowledge and mental skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>appropriate problems to enhance knowledge and understanding</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaboration learning</td>
<td>Learning beyond listening, reading, and memorizing</td>
<td>Retaining complex concepts</td>
<td>Interactions and social skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role-play learning</td>
<td>Facilitating active learning about complex, multidimensional issues</td>
<td>Applying, analysing, evaluating</td>
<td>Interpersonal/Social</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project-based learning</td>
<td>Learners utilize different kinds of knowledge</td>
<td>Applying knowledge Intensive interaction Information sharing</td>
<td>High cognitive skills</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Conclusions

The present decade has experienced trending interests on biological education in terms of more focus on learner-centered educational strategies. Incorporation of computer applications and educational technologies, the use of modelling, simulations and interactive learning strategies shifted the emphasis towards cooperative, inquiry and problem-based learning which greatly contributes to the understanding of complex biological processes.
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